Indic Language Proficiency Testing

We will hold the Fall 2018 test on Friday, September 7, at 3:30 pm. You will be informed of the location upon completion of this application. Only preregistered students will be allowed to take the exam.

The test will take about one hour. Passing this exam will satisfy the College of Arts and Sciences foreign language requirement and IUB’s General Education World languages requirement.

When you come to take the exam you will need to bring pencil and paper. Please plan to arrive at least ten minutes early because latecomers will not be admitted to the exam.

Name __________________________________________________________________________________
IU Student Number _________________________ email address ____________________________
My major is _____________________________ and I expect to receive my BA  BS (circle one) degree in
____________________________________ (provide semester and year).

I want to take a proficiency test in (circle one):

Bengali    Hindi    Sanskrit    Tamil    Urdu    Other*

___________________

Return this application no later than August 15, 2018 electronically to:

Prof. Rebecca J. Manring
Director of Language Instruction
Dhar India Studies Program
rmanring@indiana.edu

*We offer testing in the languages indicated. While we cannot promise that we will be able to accommodate students wishing to use another Indic language to satisfy the College foreign language requirement, we will make every attempt to do so.